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The studies of nonlinear dynamical dielectric properties of TGS which
exhibits chaotic behaviour have been presented. The recorded phase portraits obtained from experiment are compared with the calculations based
on different assumptions using a computer.
PACS numbers: 77.80.Bh

1. Introduction
The study of nonlinear dynamical systems which exhibit chaotic behaviour
has been of considerable interest (e.g. [1-7]). The aim of the present paper is
to show that the recording of the phase portrait of a series-resonance circuit,
consisting of a TGS-crystal and a linear inductance, is useful for the study of the
nonlinear dielectric properties of TGS above and below the phase transition.
A computer controlled measuring system recorded quantitatively the phase
portrait of the resonance circuit and the hysteresis loop of the TGS-crystal at the
sample by measuring the shift of the resonance frequency of the circuit in dependence on the driving field [8]. On the basis of different assumptions we calculated
the phase portraits by means of a computer. The comparison of calculated and
experimentally observed phase portraits gives us the opportunity to investigate
the question, which piece of information provides the phase portrait.

2. Experimental methods

Figure 1 shows the equipment for recording the phase portrait of the series-resonance circuit. The measuring system is based on the fully programmable true
dual-channel digitizing instument Sony/Tektronix RTD 710. The digitizer. pro
vides 10-bit resolution at a 200 MHz maximum sampling rate (single-channel
(413)
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mode). The data memory is provided by 64 K words (10 bits per word) of local high-speed RAM. The synthesizer is fully programmable. Al! equipments are
connected by a IEC-bus. An advantage of the computer controlled system is that
the short measuring time reduces heating effects in the sample. The following notation is used: CNL — the capacitance of the sample, C0 — a linear capacitance,
RS — the loss of the resonance circuit and L0 — a linear inductance.
The following differential equation describes the behaviour of the series-resonance circuit:

Here D2 is the dielectric displacement, a is the thickness of the sample, 1 the
1ength and b the width. The electric field strength at the TGS-crystal along the
ferroelectric b-axis is denoted by ENL, (J0 is the amplitude of the exciting voltage
with the frequency ω e , Q denotes the quality of the resonance circuit and ωoe
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the resonance frequency. Across the capacitance C0 we obtain a signal proportional to D2.
With the measuring system we can record the excitation U0(t), the response
function, the phase portrait D2 = D 2 (D 2 ), where D2 is calculated by the computer, the Fourier spectra of the response function, a stroboscopic phase portrait
and transient oscillations (Fig. 2). Removing the inductance L0 (see Fig. 1) the
hysteresis loop may be recorded.
3. Nonlinear nature of the resonant system
The ferroelectric phase transitions of second-order in TGS at
be described by the thermodynamic potential:

= 49°C can

The only temperature-dependent coefficient is Α = Α0( υ - υ c ). The electric field
at the sample is calculated from Eq. (2) as:
-

Using the relation (3) in Eq. (1) we obtain the socalled Duffing equation (e.g. [9]):

4. Comparison of calculated and experimentally obserVed phase
portraits
We recorded the phase portraits of the series-resonance circuit at different
temperatures, driving voltages and applied bias fields above and below the phase
transition. Above the phase transition we used the shift of the resonance frequency
voΔfthersnωeaciu fto hexcingvla ordt
determine the coefficients in Eq. (4). This relation is determined by the expression
[8, 9]:
The calculated and experimentally observed phase portraits are in good agreement
(see Figs. 3b and 4c).
Below the phase transition we used three different ways in order to determine
the coefficients Α and Β. Firstly we calculated the coefficients in the framework of
the Landau theory from the coefficients of the high temperature phase. Secondly
we used the shift of resonance frequency [6]:

In the third way we determined Α and Β using the values of spontaneous polarization D2sp = ±(-A/B) and the coercive field strength Ecoer = (±2Α/3) - (Α/3Β).
The comparison of the calculated and experimentally observed phase portraits
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(see Figs. 5 and 6) provides only a good agreement with the values for the computer simulation derived form the hysteresis loop. (In the computer simulation we
added the influence of an internal bias field.) Considering the measurements of
the hysteresis loop and the phase portrait we note the influence for example of the
domain reorientation on the nonlinear dielectric .properties. This influence does
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not contribute to measurements of the nonlinear dielectric coefficient by means of
the shift of the resonance frequency because we work at amplitudes below the coercive field strength. Also in the Landau theory we do not take into consideration
domain reorientation.
The conclusion that the phase portrait provides information about the "effective thermodynamic potential" is supported by the high sensitivity of the phase
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portrait against a bias field at the sample. Figure 7 represents the influence of very
small bias fields (E = ±2700 V/m) on the portrait in the ferroelectric phase.

5. Summary

The experimentally recorded phase provides additional information about
the nonlinear dynamic behaviour near the stuctural phase transition. With the
knowledge of linear and nonlinear properties of the system we are able to calculate
the phase portait using the computer. Particularly the comparison of calculated
and experimentally recorded phase portraits yields hints about the nature of the
nonlinear properties and acting physical mechanisms. Taking the phase portrait
into account we obtain the opportunity to investigate the nonlinear dynamic in
dependence on frequency in order to study for example switching processes in
ferroelectric and ferroelastic materials.
An advantage of the measurements compared with numerical simulations is
that we can identify the nonlinear phenomena with particular physical effects, that
means in our case with dielectric nonlinearities in a ferroelectric crystal near the
phase transition.
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